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[Begin Clarke Reed]

0:00:00.0

AE:  This is Amy Evans on Thursday, July 21, 2005 and I'm in Greenville, Mississippi, with Mr.

Clarke Reed. And Mr. Reed, would you mind saying your full name and your birth date, too, if

you don't mind?

0:00:18.8

CR:  Yeah, sure--Clarke Reed, August 4, 1928.

0:00:23.7

AE:  All right, and if you wouldn't mind--we're here to talk about Doe’s Eat Place, but if you

wouldn't mind giving us a little of your family background and--and your family's time in

Greenville.

0:00:32.6

CR:  Okay; I came here out of school in 1950 in business with my father and--and soon on my

own, and of course Doe’s [Eat Place] was an established place to stop at that time. I think it

started back in the '40s and it was always pretty much the same--very memorable. And in those
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days, as you--you'll learn later, we--you came in the back door. You opened right in--off Nelson-

-not Nelson but the street--I can't remember the name of the street there--next to--cattycornered

to Nelson, and you'd walk in, there you’d be. And at that time, the whole dining room kitchen

was it--one room you see, except for the front and where people used--it started out people

would come in and buy hot tamales and whatnot as take out there, and then people started

coming in the back. Those were the--back in the old days of segregation of course, and so I think

the place started out pretty much [with a] black clientele but--for take out of hot tamales all,

which as you know has been a staple of the Delta, and I grew up thinking hot tamales were of--

from the Mississippi River, not--not Mexican.

0:01:42.0

AE:  Where were you born?

0:01:44.5

CR:  In Southeast Missouri. It was just like the [Mississippi] Delta. Caruthersville. It's--it’s just

like--it's all cotton and all Democrats and a big black population; so it was kind of like home and

hot tamales were there. People walk on the street and you could just buy--buy them for a dime

for--for three or if you would roll the dice with the man you--you could pay him 20 cents or get

them for nothing, see. So you know they've been a staple up and down this river for--forever, I

mean as far as I can--for it’s--before my time.
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But anyway, the--the menu then was pretty much the same. Doe was a fairly shy guy; he

was not one of these gregarious folks, but he was very nice you know and then of course his

sister is always there--the two--they’re dead; I'm sure glad to have Florence, his sister-in-law still

there, but Jay was--was his oldest sister as I remember and then Rosalie was great. She--I think

she was the last one to die. She has been dead a good while; I remember going to her funeral.

They were just wonderful, you know, hospitable people. Of course, they never had--never had a

bar and back then it was always cash. They’ve gone to credit cards since then of course, but

people--seems like I've had a charge account since I remember there. [Laughs] If we just you

know--just sign the check and pay the bill. What else to tell you--and then Jughead see--now Jug

was Florence's husband and he was--he--Jughead; he looked like a Jughead, great guy, and he's

of course Doe’s brother-in-law—or Doe’s brother, and he had a scar down his head from a

electrical accident and he wore a little hat all the time.

0:03:26.2

AE:  What, now? Say again.

0:03:27.1

CR:  He worked at the power company and a hot wire or something cut his head; see.

0:03:30.0
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AE:  Oh, okay.

0:03:31.2

CR:  So he wore a little hat on his head like this [motions to his head] and had a short cigar in

his mouth all the time [Laughs] but he--he opened oysters. As you came in the front door, if you

came in that way, which people started doing later, he'd be in there opening oysters, which was

great you know on the half shell. And of course after--when Jug died that was the end of the

oysters, but you know they're hard to handle in the--the modern world. But anyway so that's--

what else to tell you?

0:03:55.5

AE:  Well had you heard anything about Doe’s before you got to Greenville?

0:03:59.1

CR:  Yeah; I mean some of my family had been there and knew about it before. And it's pretty

famous. And in my--in the political world, you know when--during those--those days in the '60s,

'70s we were the crossroads for some of the right reasons--a lot of the wrong ones, you know

because of the civil rights problem back then and--and the growing Republican Party, so we

were--so major journalists were through here all the time. Tom Brokaw came just before he

went--well he's been a friend of mine and still is--came right before he took over the Today Show
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and the only night I remember Doe’s ever being closed was that night. We walked--we walked---

Tom and I walked up and there was a black plastic wreath on the front door and as I remember,

Doe's brother-in-law had died, I think is the occasion, and I never see Tom Brokaw--the last time

was last November--and he said I'm still coming to Doe’s. He's still talking about coming back

see [Laughs] because he never--he never even got there because he's heard about it from all the

other people, see. He called me--can we go there, when he came down. He said I'm going to

come, you know--his load is less with NBC and he said I'm going to come and we’ll--we’ll go

there. And another night--Paul Greenberg, one of my favorite columnists of all, you know he--he

was up Ole Miss--this deal when—Julia was up there, too. He's got a bet with his son about

something. They were coming to the Doe’s in Greenville, and he was through here on the way to

Oxford, which is not exactly on the way from Little Rock, but he came through and spent the

night and--and ate with us and came by the house, and we ate Doe’s. And that was last fall on his

way to Oxford, you know. So he took circuitous route to get there--to come to Doe’s see. 

And there is one in Little Rock but he said it doesn't count. He said this is the only one he

wants to go to, and the one in Oxford, but this--this is the one that he says that--Paul says--he

writes about it every time--about his bet with his son; I can't remember what it's about. Florence

will probably tell you this but--rambling here--but I remember I was in a fast food line at Burger

King, I guess it's been a couple years ago. I looked at--at--on the license tag in front of me and it

was “Jug-S.” I said--it was Aunt Florence's car—“Jug S.” as her tag, see. [Laughs]

AE: [Laughs] On her license plate.
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CR: Jug had been dead a long time, like--and so--but--but the other ladies were just wonderful.

They still have good--you know it's always a nice bunch of people in there.

And in the beginning the menu was the same; it had spaghetti. I don't see that much

anymore; I'm sure they still have it. And the shrimp--fried shrimp. And the steaks are still like

they are now, you know. I think they've added a fillet. That’s kind of—well, I've never had one

of those, but they usually--like the other night--you just cut it up--like everybody takes a piece of

it and get this--take it to the table normally--and Porterhouse is the kind of one everybody

usually gets now or--and t-bones back then, of course. Once in a while I--I don’t know what

reason, I stopped in there and didn’t have lunch but Jay, you know, would cook lunch for--for

Doe and so there's always a great lunch there in the back, if you happen--happened to be there

and stop and get some of it, see. They—[Aunt] Jay died with a really great cornbread recipe that

I wish I had. What else I can tell you--I hope this is working; my voice is kind of soft. You think

it is?

0:07:29.4

AE:  No, it's fine. I checked it when we started. Well how often would you say--do--have you--

how often do you visit Doe’s?

0:07:39.0

CR:  Well, you know, you get older, you don't go out as much, and you just don't want to, you

know--but it's kind of--always when somebody comes to town; that's when you normally go, you
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see. Because we hardly--my wife and I don't hardly ever go out nowhere. But--which is--can be

maybe not for a month--maybe two times in a week. And it--so visitors like it and they know

about it and they want to eat there and they write it up, you know. It gets a lot of national press,

just because of that--the people being here and going here or whatever.

0:08:08.1

AE:  Right; and Julia was saying just that--that whenever people come in town and you're

entertaining them and taking them out there that Doe’s reputation is word of mouth and then

having all these journalists come through and then write about

0:08:19.4

CR:  That's right--that’s right, yeah. See, as I was saying, that was--it was a big--and Hodding

Carter we—we were regular friends. He’s not here right now, but my partner's son is married to

their daughter. And our daughter Julia--and we still keep up with them, of course. And we've had

a kind of a thing going. He--he had all kind of--the liberal crowd visit him, and I had the

conservatives visit me; we'd trade--we'd be each other's guests at all these events you see. So we

worked--he was trying to build a Democratic Party that was a real Democratic Party, and I was

trying to do the same with the Republican Party, so we worked those two sides of the street

together, so to speak. And it whirled people in here all the time, you know. So when Julia grew

up she’ll tell you--said I didn’t know who all these people were going-- [Laughs] You know Bill

Bagley has been here many times, Bob Novak, half dozen or dozen and many more. And Johnny
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Apple, but he wrote a little article about me last fall in the New York Times and mentioned about-

-about a fifth of it was about Doe’s, see. [Laughs]

0:09:22.2

AE:  Can you talk a little bit about when you first started visiting and--and what it was like then

and what Doe, Sr.--?

0:09:29.4

CR:  Yeah; it was--well see all--all it was then, see was--was the--you walk in the kitchen that's

it, you know and so there was nowhere else place to eat but the kitchen. And that--that was

everybody's--then the so-called side room was there and they used to have a--as I remember they

had a baby bed and stuff that you could put the family in there, just kind of a place to--holding

room for them, see [Laughs]. And then--and then they--then they decided to make that a room to

serve in and at that time the City Code said you've got to use masonry. So they put a concrete

block structure up there, and if you look in--if you go in the door going in to that room is really

quite--like that, see, because it doesn't match a straight up wall to get from--from the kitchen area

into that--that room, see where the masonry--it has to be straight see.

And then--and then after that they had added the back room, see, but that's all been in the

last--well the side room was done I don't know 30 some years [ago]. But they can maybe tell you

the dates. The back room may have been like in the last 20. So it's expanded, but it's still--you

know works out and it's not--you never feel like you're in a big place. They never served--served
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liquor, and it was always bring your own. And that--of course, this was brow-back country then

and nobody served liquor--you know no restaurant or bar at that—well, you know prohibition

went on until what—[nineteen] '72, I guess. We're the last state to go wet and--but even--but then

a lot of people started adding bars [to their restaurants] but they never--never thought about it.

So people think it's maybe a little high [expensive]; it's--it's--I don't think it's that much

high but it's--you can take--if the average person who drinks he'll spend a whole lot more money

in a drinking establishment than he does by bringing his own to Doe’s.

What else now you’re thinking to ask, because I can't--I'm about run out of--out of

monologue here, yeah. [Laughs]

0:11:26.2

AE:  Well I wonder--for one, if you remember there being a distinct transition from--or had that

already happened--from the sit-down dining to the take-out for the African American community

and on Nelson [Street]--?

0:11:36.4

CR:  Well, yeah that had happened; I think it happened almost, I gather, simultaneously. That

was before my--that was back in the '40s that this happened and I wasn't here; but I--I think it

just--I think it just evolved. People came in and sat down in the back. Of course, there wasn't

unusual in those days. I think this was--never this type of structure, but I remember being in

Louise, Mississippi, in a restaurant, where they had black and white side to it, see--those days.
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So--and this town and county has been probably far more tolerant on race relations at all times

than anywhere else in the state, I guess. So I don't know there was an issue so to speak but it was

just a black neighborhood and a black place, you know. This was the black Main Street. Nelson

Street was a thriving place you know and it was just wonderful to be down there every. Hell, I'd

drive down the middle of it and take people down because there would be at least three barber

shops open late at night you know and two or three fish markets. And people on the streets and it

kept—the streets were quite safe in those days, of course. And full—a main street of activity--

and they were kind of at one end of it, you see. So it wasn't--it wasn't unusual for a Chinese or

Italian grocery store at that time to have an all black clientele in the black areas, you see. So I

think this evolved--people--somebody older than I would have to tell you this--this evolved

where you go in the back and eat in the kitchen. In the front there was no place to eat anyway--

just like a counter to take out, so that's--I don't think [short pause] okay.

0:13:12.8

AE:  Are you a fan of hot tamales?

0:13:15.4

CR:  Yeah; I like them. I'll eat them, but oh yeah, every time I go to a funeral, especially my old-

-old Southern family and now a lot of them are in Baton Rouge and all, I take the--the--send

them out in coffee cans. There were three dozen in there. So I'll take a case of those--four of
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those, you know and they'll eat them up. Of course it's a funeral see; so it's funeral take-out food.

[Laughs]

0:13:39.8

AE:  Uh-hm, uh-hm.

0:13:41.8

CR:  And more people--just people really love them. And I mean--well for 30 years we flew

everywhere in a private plane and had--flew myself most of the time and we'd always have to

load those things in there and take them. They would hold the heat real well. So I'd--we flew

them all over the country, yeah.

0:13:55.8

AE:  Did--and what do you usually order when you go to Doe’s; do you get the Porterhouse?

0:13:59.3

CR:  Yeah; I get three hot tamales. I think the salad is really great; I've got that. So I'll eat a

whole salad easily and sometimes a little--a little bit more and then a Porterhouse steak and of

course fries and sometimes--they used to have real good fried onions. I haven't--that's something
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I haven't thought about. I don't think they have it anymore; they were excellent. And that's--and

once in a while the fried shrimp, but usually I go with steak.

0:14:23.4

AE:  Uh-hm, what temperature do you like the steak?

0:14:27.4

CR:  Well I like it rare, yeah. [Laughs]

0:14:29.6

AE:  Charles and I were talking yesterday about people going in and then getting their steaks

medium-well and how much it hurts. [Laughs]

0:14:33.9

CR:  Yeah, yeah; well they just--I mean you order them medium it still comes kind of rare, see.

[Laughs]

0:14:38.7
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AE:  [Laughs] Well and Julia was also telling me about--was it Doe’s brother-in-law, Brocatto--

his last name; he was a bookie?

0:14:51.0

CR:  Yeah, yeah. [Laughs]

0:14:51.5

AE:  And you guys would go in there and bet on football and whatnot?

0:14:54.5

CR:  Yeah, yeah; I don't remember betting in there so much. He was in there about every night,

ol’ Broc. He had a place up on Washington Avenue. Of course, booking was going on so much

or back then you just--I never thought whether he was there or not there. I don't remember seeing

him happen to be at Doe’s but he may have taken bets in there. I don't remember; I'm not--I

won't say it because I never saw him do it, you know. I wouldn't probably have thought anything

of it if he did, see. That's right; he was in most nights. I never thought about that. Yeah, I forgot

about him being there so much.

0:15:30.7
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AE:  And Doe, Sr. I understand used to farm some vegetables kind of on a smaller scale of--

across the river--and would bring them to the restaurant and hand them out and stuff. Do you

remember that?

0:15:39.7

CR:  That's right he did, yeah; yeah, and he's always--see, they didn't--he was always doing

something like that. The only shrimp they had was fried; now they have it fried or broiled. He'd

broil shrimp and just give them to you and sit them around the table. And like I said he was kind

of a shy fellow but he was--he was always gracious and all and, you know--and [Laughs]

anybody tell you about this? His wife died and it really was rough on him. I remember she was in

there, too. He married a lady--who was not Italian, and I got the impression that the family didn't

much--have much to do with her. I had that impression always. [Laughs] She--they--they were

together many years. I may be wrong about that, but she didn't seem to be accepted as the rest of

them. I may be wrong about that though.

0:16:32.8

AE:  Doe, Sr.'s wife you're talking about?

0:16:35.4

CR:  Yeah, second wife; see his first wife died.
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0:16:39.1

AE:  Yeah; well do you remember some other stories about people that you entertained up there?

0:16:45.6

CR:  Everybody--everybody loves it you know; it's always a big--it was nice to have a town like

this and have something to just kind of show off here. I mean Julia probably told you; I think

maybe the first time they ever had the whole place reserved was her wedding for the--

0:17:09.3

AE:  I didn't know that.

0:17:11.1

CR:  --for the people who came in--a lot of the out of the country people came in on Thursday

night, so we had the thing run on four days. We started--of course we had the whole place on

Thursday night.

0:17:19.4
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AE:  And what year was that?

0:17:21.4

CR: This will be three years ago this spring.

0:17:24.7

AE:  Okay.

0:17:27.2

CR:  Yeah, foreigners love it; I mean it's--I remember--the only thing I remember checking in a

hotel in London--it's been thirty, forty years ago--and somebody looked down at my luggage and

said did you ever eat at Doe’s? And I said sure. [Laughs] So that sort of thing happens all the

time, you know--say that you know since they're--yeah, the guy that just retired in Oklahoma,

Senator Nichols--I’m faded on his name now. You know he--he just quit running as a Senator--

Nicholson from Oklahoma--what was his first name? I can't remember--but anyway we--the

daughter had been in Washington one time and he said—well, he went through here sometime

back and had eaten at Doe’s. You see it happens all the time; the people will tell you that; so--

They’ll tell you; I think people still fly in here from way off and eat. I see people you don't

know--a lot of people I don’t know.
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0:18:35.4

AE:  And dinners at Doe’s tend to last a while?

0:18:40.6

CR:  Yeah, but they're--they're kind of wound up by you know 10--11 o'clock, but the people go

in. But their business has been really good in the last year. Every time--I was over there Tuesday

night and--Monday or Tuesday--Tuesday night. I got there early but it--it filled up in no time. It

always seems to be full a lot lately.

0:19:05.8

AE:  Can you talk about what it was like when Doe, Sr. passed?

0:19:10.4

CR:  Well, he was sick. So, you know it's kind of one of those things--you didn't see him much

toward the end there. But it just--you know it worked--you know, went right along because the--

what--Doe just cooked, you know and--and surely he bought meat. I don’t mean he--he did all

that sort of thing, but the operation was so--so nice and so at ease, you know, with it and they

just couldn't be more gracious. That made the thing work, you know. How well they served
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everybody. But like really, really nice people; but Rosalie was--was most gracious, and so--of

course is Florence. She's the sister-in-law, but they--they’re really--they’re all right.

I can't--let's see; I'm trying maybe some name-dropping on you but let's see Bill Buck has

been there; Novak many times of course; John Apple; Karl Rove, you know--Karl Rove, he's the

guy that's the President's right-hand man--R-o-v-e. He’s a good friend of mine since he was a

kid, and I just sent him a package out in yesterday’s mail. Anyway, he didn't get--get to Julia's

wedding until--until after we had been to that Doe’s party you see. But the Secretary of the

British Embassy had been there with us, and she took him there to eat before the wedding about

5:30. He--he had to eat there so he said [Laughs]--so they went in and ate real early before the

wedding.

What else--I can't think of anything else that's just--like I said I guess because it's--there

have been so few changes that's why it makes it unique. It's the same and there's nothing

different I'm telling you about the kitchen and serving area. It's always been oilcloth tables and…

oh let's see--okay, one--one change. It used to be--there were no wine glasses, see, which would

be--then they had all just--just different kind of pieces and shapes here, and now they kind of

have--kind of universal wine glasses, see, but that was--these people would drink out of

anything, you know drink out of a glass after you use it. Over the last not too many years they

added wine glasses.

0:21:30.6

AE:  Do you have a regular server that you like?
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0:21:31.8

CR:  No—no one in particular. They all know--you know--nice and so it's not like--not like that,

you know. Everybody--I can't imagine anybody asking for any one person because it works real

smooth, and they're all the same family and all, you know. And they do a very good job. It's not

like where they make over you and--which is okay, too. You like that in some places, you know

but I mean there--there couldn't be any more places more pleasant and gracious and--but it's

[Phone Rings]--you know no--I can't imagine anybody asking for one person saying this--that

would be kind of unusual to say the least. [Laughs]

0:22:14.7

AE:  I know that some of the servers that have been there for so long that some relationships--

0:22:19.4

CR:  Sure, and you know like--like it used to--Antoine's when it was a big time in New Orleans,

everybody had their own waiter. You know how it is; that's a big deal, you know see. So this is a

little pretense of that I think and there would be--

0:22:32.5
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AE:  Well you talked about how the restaurant hasn't changed over the years, but Greenville has

certainly changed in that neighborhood over there. Can you speak to that a little bit?

0:22:38.3

CR:  Yeah, it has; yeah, it really has. The--like I said industry was thriving. I used to love to take

people down there, and then like--of course you don't do that now. It's not safe and there's

nothing anyway. You see just boarded up old places, but it was a thriving Main Street and you

know--most everything was open at night. It had a little panoply of everything, you know

grocery stores, several fish markets, and liked to see the white--you know there were signs on the

windows you know different kinds of fish they had all the time and then you know--Chicago

Polish--see there has been enough interchange between Chicago and Greenville that--that there's

part of the--part of their---can I take this call?

0:23:20.8

AE:  Yeah, sure; I can pause this.

0:23:22.5

CR:  It's part of their food--it's like rich Marines--Polish sausage that they got up there you see.

[Recording pause for one minuet while Mr. Reed take a call.]  [Recording resumes:] I was about

to say something before.
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0:23:31.9

AE:  You were talking about Nelson Street.

0:23:34.4

CR:  Oh, yeah. So Julia was real young then and of course she would get a kick out of how I

would do that you know because I would just take people down there--people that had

never—when customers were here or anything like that and anyway; I always thought the Polish

sausage would have been part of the genre of food here just like catfish or whatnot because of the

people going back and forth, you see. [Laughs] So--but that end of Nelson Street was not--there

was not much--the action was starting--that's coming into Nelson Street, you see, and so you’re

kind of out of the main flow. And of course it's been juke joints and all but there was--I

remember one time--I thought about this yesterday--Jesse Brent was kind of a lead guy in the

barge business here at one time and Champ Clark was the grandson of--Bennett Champ Clark

was Speaker of the House some--early in the century. He was a Time editor, and he came

through here one time and it was a pretty big time you know. And he liked to drink--I'm fairly

sure he's dead now but he and Jesse walked out to the joints on Nelson Street and went in; you

know what I'm saying? And this was not--a little later time but they--they said didn’t worry

about it. They were--they were 60 years old at that time probably--about that time.

Anyway and right next to--right across the street from that same street that goes back

away or whatever it is that goes by there was a Leon Koury. You heard--heard about him? He
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was a protégé of Will Percy's and--and a sculptor--not bad, not bad, and he--and he--that was his

family grocery store or something back in the early part of the--early to mid--late to mid-century.

And he had made a joint out of it called Orbit Lounge, see. [Laughs] And I think it was kind of--

it scared the--the heck out of Doe’s; you know, there was an unruly crowd over there and--and

he--at that time unusual--gay crowd; you know, Leon was a homosexual and he didn't--but it--it

was kind of out of place, kind of odd looking stuff around. I went--went in there several times. It

didn't last long--the Orbit Lounge.

0:26:05.2

AE:  And then Julia brought a lot of people I imagine through here in Greenville, and all y’all

entertained them?

0:26:08.4

CR:  Oh yeah, sure, yeah, yeah, different entourage and all that and everything else--news

people and otherwise--of course they're--the wedding brought an awful lot of people there--very

prominent for this type of article. [Short pause] I can't think of--anything else you can think to

ask? [Laughs]

0:26:38.9

AE:  Well no, you've been covering a lot of ground.
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0:26:42.6

CR:  Yeah.

0:26:43.8

AE:  Would you say that the--the food is the same as it's always been?

0:26:46.0

CR:  Yeah; it really is--it stayed pretty much the same. There's a change--I noticed--I've never

thought--never been spoken before about it, but they used to use red potatoes and now they've

gone to white potatoes. And I don't know why--why they did--why they--I feel I like them better

[Laughs] but--

0:27:01.8

AE:  You like the white potatoes better?

0:27:03.4

CR:  Yeah, yeah, and I don't know when or why they changed.
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0:27:06.6

AE:  Do you remember when they used to use corn shucks for their hot tamales?

0:27:09.2

CR:  Yeah, and I remember [Laughs]--that irritated me when they went to paper. And I

remember little Doe or somebody told me, well there was an EPA you know--the environmental

people stopped in, so I was complaining to people, and I said hell; I said--wasn’t that terrible

about the--the absurdity of the environmentalists knocking out the corn shucks? And taking--lady

that worked for us stopped by a stand and they had corn-shucks, and I said what's this? And so

they finally admitted they just wanted to save the money, see.  [Laughs] I was buying the

argument that you--that they weren't--that you couldn't get them with--but most tamales around

here still are in corn shucks.

0:27:52.6

AE:  Uh-hm; and well Charles in Oxford has switched back to corn shucks.

0:27:54.8
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CR:  Good--good; see he needs to--here I guess they can get away with it, the business is so

good, but I wish they did, so yeah.

0:28:02.3

AE:  Have you been out to the other Doe’s in Oxford?

0:28:06.0

CR:  Have not. We were up there one time and went to the--before he [Charles Signa] moved

[the restaurant] into the hotel there, and he said he's doing a whole lot better there I guess next

to--where he is now.

0:28:13.9

AE:  Yeah; I think they have a lot more business being that close to the Square.

0:28:17.3

CR:  Yeah, good--good, okay.

0:28:20.1
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AE:  Well can we switch gears a little bit--

0:28:21.2

CR:  Sure.

0:28:21.4

AE:  --and talk about tamales in Greenville, in the Delta, in--in a general sense, because I'm--I'm

also working on a tamale project, and there's so many hot tamales in Greenville. And I wonder if

you have another favorite in town or if you know--?

0:28:35.7

CR:  Well I--I can tell you what I know but you need some more aficionados on that; but see

Frank Carlton is a character. Have you heard about him?

0:28:44.7

AE:  Yes; I've spoken with him and I'm coming back on Sunday.

0:28:47.8
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CR:  I didn't know it until not long ago he's cooking--he's doing a huge amount of cooking for

the--I guess the Corner Market out there. Raymond Oltremi, who used to work for us; and I think

he sold that thing now. He was there for years--built the Corner Market; you know where I'm

talking about?

0:28:58.2

AE:  Yeah; down on Highway 1-South?

0:29:01.8

CR:  And somebody else made--I don't know who all makes them, but there used to be several

around town, you know but I don't--I don't--somebody--since I don't follow that, I just don't eat

them that often and I like them and I eat--almost invariably eat some when I go to Doe’s as--as

an hors d'oeuvre you see, yeah.

0:29:18.4

AE:  Yeah; do you have an opinion about how tamales got to the Delta and stayed here?

0:29:22.7
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CR:  No, I would like to know. I've always accepted the mystery and never thought to ask. I

guess it’s a question, though. Doe would-- [Laughs] Like I say I--I grew up--they were on carts a

lot but a fellow on the river that sold them up there—had a rig that--a thing you carry--just the

hot thing you carry on your shoulder.

0:29:41.1

AE:  Oh, okay.

0:29:43.7

CR:  And he carried them in there. And then--but mostly in carts around back in those days and-

-or stands some were, yeah. So I don't know where--where--and they must be all up and down

this river. They're--everybody does them, I guess.

0:30:02.7

AE:  Yeah.

0:30:04.5

CR:  I'm glad old Charles went back to shucks; that's--that's much better.
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0:30:08.0

AE:  I know; I was glad to hear that myself.

0:30:09.7

CR:  [Laughs]

0:30:08.5

AE:  And I've gotten them from him before with parchment and it was nice to hear they made

that change.

0:30:15.8

CR:  Yeah, yeah.

0:30:16.2

AE:  Do you remember what the prices were at Doe’s when you first started going there in the

'50s?

0:30:20.8
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CR:  I sure don't. You know it's--they were--I think I should remember something like that, but

not really. Anyhow, --$5 or something like that I guess--if that much.

0:30:36.2

AE:  And I've heard about people taking their salad bowls in there to get seasoned and have

them use them.

0:30:41.6

CR:  Yeah; that's right and then--and then the take out was always you'd bring your own pots

and all. They only did this--this plastic stuff later, you know. I remember sometimes--we hardly-

-we didn’t much take out but I’d always go with my own pot or whatever you take to put stuff in.

0:30:53.9

AE:  For tamales or for--

0:30:55.7

CR:  They'd usually get spaghetti--was a big take or salads you know and--and some steaks, but

usually the take out in those days was always--I didn't take out steaks much for me, you know--
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every now and then but usually my kids went with me--we'd take--we'd bring them in. It's like a

hard rain out there kiddo.

0:31:17.4

AE:  I know; it was just coming over when I pulled up. Yeah, I hear it.

0:31:20.5

CR:  Yeah, yeah, yeah; I don't know what I was telling you. My--my food, I'm--grew up like you

know where we had so many vegetables and that sort of thing, see, and so I hit Jim's Cafe most

days because I'm downtown anyway, you see. And a lot of--the vegetables don't taste right to me

unless you put a lot of salt and fat in them. You know just--just--if green beans look real green, I

usually don't like it. If it's pretty it's not good. If I see them on a plate I say I just know I'm not

going to like that. See it's got to be cooked with a lot of salt and fat. [Laughs]

0:31:58.4

AE:  Yeah; and Jim's I just saw in that Delta Magazine that last issue, a little profile on it.

0:32:04.1

CR:  Yeah, yeah. My picture is in there--in that--in that--in that sitting room, see. [Laughs]
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0:32:08.3

AE:  Oh it sure is, okay. [Laughs]

0:32:12.7

CR:  He's doing okay but that's kind of--that's kind of--I remember when David Habersham, you

know that's another big name in the area. You know his daughter here with the Teach for

America kids the last two years--not this year, but the two before that--great kid by the way. But

anyway he loved to go to Doe’s and he--we talked and he would talk--and he said when you’d

ask him something--he said all these towns have got a place like Jim's [Café]. See, he was

looking for that down there and he said that's what he wanted to go to visit--the meat and three

they call it sometimes.

0:32:44.0

AE:  Yeah.

0:32:46.7
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CR:  So I usually--it’s pretty well been like that.... I love--well corn bread and I guess my

grandfather never ate a sandwich or piece of sliced bread in his life, practically. You know he

had cornbread at Noon and rolls at night and that would be it.

0:33:07.9

AE:  You mentioned cornbread at Doe’s; was that something someone--

0:33:10.1

CR:  No that was something they had for themselves--for lunch. They never sold it; they'd have

lunch--see just for the family eating there at Noon.

0:33:16.6

AE:  Oh really? Okay.

0:33:18.3

CR:  Yeah.

0:33:18.5
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AE:  And they don't make anymore; they don't have it?

0:33:20.4

CR:  No, that was just for them anyway, and I don't--I don't know if they even have lunch in

there. That was for themselves. I don't know why I'd be in there; it had to be to get a hot tamale

or something; that's the only time I had eaten at Doe’s for lunch. That's when they make hot

tamales and doing what they do to get that lunch ready.  Jay, you see, the older sister, as I

remember.

Well you need somebody really old. [Laughs] See, I'm 77; so you'd have to have

somebody to be in their 80s to have been back there. I wonder who--who around here would

have been back then; there must be somebody. [Short pause]  I don't know; I'll put some thought

to it and maybe give you a call. There's got to be somebody that was--well there is one person--

Florence. I think she's older than I am. I guess she was there.

0:34:19.7

AE:  I feel like I remember that she's about 78 or 79, maybe even 80. I'll be seeing her next

week.

0:34:29.7

CR:  Well I don't--I don't want to send you out in the rain kid.
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0:34:32.9

AE:  Yeah, well I've got to get on the road, so I might just have to brave it for getting around the

corner.

0:34:38.6

CR:  Did you park right out front or on the side?

0:34:39.9

AE:  On the side.

0:34:43.6

CR:  Good--well you're welcome to sit here and use the phone or whatever until it clears.

0:34:46.8

AE:  No, thank you though; I appreciate it. I'll take a peek out that window--it sounds bad, but I

don't--well unless there are any stories that you're sitting on that are particularly exciting.

0:34:57.9
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CR:  Uh-um; I can't think--if I think of anything I'll give you a call or whatever. Florence will

remember all the old stuff, yeah, okay. Well all right; I'm going to go back to work and--

0:35:07.9

AE:  Well I appreciate it; thank you for your time.

0:35:10.3

CR:  Yeah; you're welcome to use the phone or sit right here--whatever you want to do.

0:35:13.8

[End Clarke Reed]


